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Subject: DS&T and DO Briefing Questions

COMMENTS:

Barry,

Attached are the final versions of the DS&T and DO briefing questions. There are no changes in 
the DS&T questions. Questions have been added to the DO list to reflect our conversation 
March 19 and 20. You, of course, already have our detailed explanations for the earlier DO 
questions. If you have any questions or if there are any problems, please give me a call. I should 
be in all day. See you tomorrow.

Michelle
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Questions for Follow-up DO Records Briefing 
April 1,1997

1. At what point did the DDF begin to keep records of destroyed records? For 
example, in a Cold Warrior footnote, Tom Mangold reports that as any of Angleton's 
files were destroyed, "a complete record was carefully maintained about what had been 
done. (George) Kalaris signed off on every file and the DCI's office was notified." 
(p. 143) Where are these records?

2. Could an archival search be run on specific topics for retired records at the CIA's 
Record's Center? Perhaps an ARRB staffer could be present during the search to review 
the abstracts and to suggest other fields or topics to be searched?

3. Could a crypt search for records containing relevant crypts be run through 
cryptographic reference? How would queries need to be framed and stated?

4. Why is it so difficult to develop a list for all personnel (official, contract, 
administrative, or TDY) assigned to the post referenced in RIF 104-10065-10199 from 
1959-1964?

5. We have been working to identify all technical and surveillance operations in and on 
the Cuban and Soviet consulates and embassies in Mexico City between September 1 
and December 1,1963. How can we frame a search query to determine if we have a 
comprehensive and complete list of all operations at that time?

6. How can a search query be framed to document all electronic take produced by the 
Mexico City Station in the immediate wake of the assassination (the first month) and 
during the period of Oswald's visit? How can we verify that what exists in the 
Sequestered Collection represents all records of the technical production that was 
available at the time of the assassination? If additional records or original production 
still exists, where would It be stored or filed? What searches could be conducted to 
retrieve any additional records? If such electronic take has been destroyed, do records 
exist of tiie destruction?

7. Could you describe the process by which operational funds are proposed, approved, 
received, and distributed (circa 1963). What funding and disbursement records exist? 
How are they organized? How should a request be formulated to institute a reasonable 
search of these records?

1
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8. We have seen DDP monthly operational reports which contain information on the 
allocatdon/distribution of operational funds. Are there other DDP records which would 
reflect how certain projects utilized their funding? How are these records organized? 
How should a search query be framed?

9. Various open sources have linked the CIA to various journalists and publishing 
companies during the 1960*8. How should a query be framed to search for connections 
between the Agency and journalists or publishing companies?

10. Did the Agency have any relationship, projects, or contacts with publishing houses 
during die time of the assassination and in the aftermath of the Warren Commission? 
How would a search be formulated to determine whether or not the Agency had a 
relationship with any of the same publishing houses that were also publishing books 
about the assassination?

11. How would a query be framed to search for files on any office or person dealing 
with organized crime and Cuba? How should a request be formulated to institute a 
reasonable search on this topic?

12. Is there a comprehensive record or list detailing the identities of individuals on the 
jhteragencv Source Register? How are these records organized? How can a search 
query be framed to ascertain whether or not a particular individual appears in the 
fttejpateip

13. How could a search query be framed to ascertain whether or not a particular 
individual was given access to classified information by DCD (then OO)? What kind of 
files are assembled in the process of clearing non-Agency contacts/sources for access to 
classified information?

14. ARRB's Request for Additional Information and Record No. CIA-13, dated 
November 1,1996, contained the following questions:

A. What forms of backchannel communications were there between the
Mexico City Station (including the COS), JMWAVE, or Headquarters 
during 1963? By "backchannel" we mean, inter alia, any administrative, 
senior staff, or restricted access communications, or any written or 
electronic communications other than regular cables or dispatches (of the 
type included in the JFK Collection).

B. Were there, in fact, any backchannel communications between the Mexico 
City Station (including the COS), JMWAVE, or Headquarters during the 
time periods 27 Sept -16 Oct 1963 and 22 Nov - 30 Nov 1963?

2
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C. To the extent that there were any backchannel communications for the
time periods 27 Sept -16 Oct 1963 and 22 Nov - 30 Nov 1963 (other than 
those currently contained in the JFK Collection), please make such records 
available for review.

Why has it been so difficult to answer these questions?

15. ARRB's Request for Additional Information and Record No. CIA-14, dated 
December 23,1996, documented our request for the annual or biannual Station reports 
for Mexico City Station for 1963 and 1964. Why has it been so difficult to provide these 
reports?

16. The attached Agency document released in 1996 contains the paragraph:

11. A memorandum marked only for file, 16 March 1967, signed M.D. 
Stevens, says that J. Monroe SULLIVAN, #280207, was granted a covert 
security approval on 10 December 1962 so that he could be used in Project 
QKENCHANT. (Clay) Shaw has # 402897-A.

What do these numbers mean? What does the "A" at the ends of Shaw's number 
signify? Do the files identified by these numbers still exist? Why was Sullivan granted 
a covert security approval?

17. During the period 1959-1963, what was the purpose or goal of QKENCHANT?

18. Under what circumstances were non-agency employees given covert security 
clearances for the QKENCHANT project?

19. Did Clay Shaw receive a covert security approval for the QKENCHANT project? 
Why was one needed? Did Chy Shaw receive covert security clearances for any 
project other than QKENCHANT

20. What did Clay Shaw do within the QKENCHANT project?

21. Do records exist to account for the disposition of all files on Chy Shaw?

22. Did Howard Hunt have any involvement with the QKENCHANT project prior to 
1964?

23. Did J. Monroe Sullivan have any involvement with the QKENCHANT project prior 
to 1964?

3
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24. The DO telephone directories list an Operational Services/Defector Staff beginning 
in October 1959? What was the Defector Staff? Did it have an operational component?

25. In the period 1959-1964, were DO officers, selected to serve ovei 
legally considered to be)

SECRET

SECRET
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Enclosure 21 X'“a

CIAflISTORlCAL REVIEW PROGRAM 
Retease As Sanitized

SUBJECT I clay L.^-SHAW (201-813493)

1. . Subject was bom on 17 March 1913 in New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

iW«.-

2. Standard background information on Subject 
(parents, marital status, records of education and 
ewploymont, etc.) is lacking because SHAW was a contact 
of the Domestic Contact Service.

3. Traces on Subject have been run in RXD/Maln 
Index, the index of the Office of Security and the - 
Central Cover Staff. The first showed only a 1951 FBI 
interview with SHAW about a former employee of the New, 
Orleans International Trade Hart. The second showed 
that OO/Contacts Division had requested a name trace *. 
'about 1949 and that the check of FBI records then con
ducted was negative.. Central Cover Staff'had no record.

4. Some of the OO-B reports based on SHAW'S 
reporting are on hand. They are the following. (It 
is noted that the source description identifies the 

'source by job title.)

OO-B 47958, 26 March 1952, concerns 
a letter written to the publid relations 
director of the International Trade 
Mart by one Dr. Jutta SCHALLER, a trade 
consultant to the Bonn Government. The 
letter 
in New 
letter 
export

The 
la a follow-up of discus alone held 
Orleans during December 1951. The 
said that Soviet production and 
trade were being advertised and

Cfocumsnt Number r-- < /

to FOIA Rwfewotf Kcwz

jr; 
tn.
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promoted by West German money. The 
Tubliqatlon War Liefert Was?, published 

n Leipzig, la now also being published 
in Hamburg, at* a price ntuoh lower than 
competitive volumes.

00-B-93B1, 27 December 1948. Information 
acquired 18 December 1948. SHAW (identified 
by job title) has agreed to lease to the 
csr government l,ooo.faet of space for a 
display of merchandise in New Orleans. The 
lease is for one' year, starting 1 April 
1949.

c

d

00-B-4933-49, 14 June 1949, information
data late April and early May 1949. Results 

. of a trip SHAW made in March through. May
1949 in West Indies, Central Aftariaa, and 
Northern. S6uth America.

00-B-4934-49, 14 June 1949, same general 
subject and background as above'.

00-B-4935-49, 14 June 1949, as above.

f. . 00-B-35477, 29 June 19S1. .Results of a 
SHAW trip in 1931 in Central and South 
America and the Caribbean area.

5. On 9 May'1961 General C. P. Cabell, then DOCX, 
addressed the Foreign Policy Association of New Orleans. 
It is believed that he was introduced by Clay SHAW.

6. On 3 March 1967 the Washington Star reported 
that Garrison had arrested SHAW and had made public 
charges that SHAW, . FERRIB, OSWALD, and others had plotted 
the assassination in the apartment of FERRIB at 3300 
Louisiana Parkway, Naw Orleans. SHAW has said that ha 
never saw OSWALD. He denies having used the name Clay 
BERTRAND. Jack S. MARTIN said that FERRIB had mentioned
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SHAW to him. J.. Monroe SULLIVAN* executive director of 
the San Francisco World Trade Center* told the Associated 
Prase that SHAW was in San Francisco and touring the 
Canter with him on the day of the assassination. SHAW* [
now retired, was formerly the managing director of the 
International Trade Mart in New Orleans. He is 54 years 
old. Ramsey .Clark* U.S. Attorney General* said that the 
FBI had Investigated SHAW lute in 1963. "On the evidence 
that the- FBI has* there was no .connection found" with the 
assassination.

7. Memorandum No. 84-67, 3 March 1967* from Chief* 
New Orleans Office* to Director* Domestic Contact Service* 
re sr<AW.

a. The first contact of the New Orleans office 
of the DCS with Clay SHAW occurred -in 
December 194.8. A name check request was

- returned “no info"-on 23 March 1949. SHAW 
was contacted by Hr. Hunter Leake of the 
Naw Orleans office seven times in 1949* 
twice in I960, five times in 1951* nine 
times in 19S2* once in 1953* twice in 1954* 
twice in 1955* and twice in 1956. SHAW 
is the source of eight 00-B reports sub
mitted by tha New Orleans office. At one 
time ho had the "Y" number 145.1. The 
last contact took place on 25 Kay 1956 ✓ 
On 23 January 1967 Jack 8. MARTIN phoned 
tha New Orleans office* said that ha was 
working on an Important undercover deal

> for Gatxison and Detective Louis IVON*
and was calling at XVON’s request. Ha was 
culling to ask the head of -the CIA office 
to -telephone IVON on his unlisted number. 
No suoh call was made. The writer* Lloyd 
A. Ray* asks that the General Counsel be 
-informed and that he provide advice.

8. Undated and unsigned memorandum (probably 
produced by CZ/R & A). The following additional infor
mation was provided by the Naw Orleans office of DCS-.

sees?
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since 25 May 1956 J1r.£B0Htawfis^*^had saan SHAW casually, 
by .chanca, in -various o&wntcwn Raw Orleans, ractauranto/ '• ■ 
and .groatlnga-wars'exchanged. ■ tea,last such casual

. encounter-wan just before SCAW’s ratireoent In 1965.

0. On 7 'March 1967 Pravda pteliahad cn article 
called ‘clay Shaw off the CXA“ datalined ‘Rons, 6 March 
1967, written .by Vi YSRHAJCOV. The article charged that. • 
CXA nado. uso off-tec services off Clay SHAW for Cih'o own 
intereote in Italy. The frrhvda piece notes that' tlua > DA 

- in Maw Orleans in accusing of participation in the-. ■ 
assassination'conspiracy. It says stttsf spent "owne years" 
in Pos» an a World Trade Center leader. Xt claims that 
the Cantor wan a cover for financing antlrCormuniot acblvLty 
CIA gave directives. te SMAW« teo World Trade center was 
a brandh. off "Ptrrmidw." (sic) t ‘which tho newspapers in . 
Switzerland openly hocused off ‘crimffnal oporationa*.,..* 
(Content*. ' XU, appears teat- ell off tea Pravda charges- are 

•untrue, except that there was a CIA-SUAW ralationship. So 
far.-ad. is. knovn> SHAM was never asked to use hie relation
ship with the,World Trade Canter ffor clandestine purposes 

.. and*'in ffact.hO .han nob been in Italy.)
•• • • • t ,
' id.' rMvft»randus»<froti ____  8 March

1067- Bubjodki *.Italian Aul^oto off tho CJay THjau'AffalE, 
. 3hb CoaHdtfd <5611 A- fidtfa o£.S. Morell hen te. dktlcZa . . 
.-sbou^ teh ade^s'ornntl'on& end. tea. World ..Trade Cbuten 

Coatnins no rdloyant in formation..

X. tanoranderm started only ffor file, 16 March 1967, 
^Stevens. Boyd, that 3. Monroe SUSXXVAN, ‘J200207 • ■- - -- —
COUld' be used in Project QKBtfCSAMT. SHAW has -

P.ll

11
n&gnc _ 
was granted a covert security Approval on 10 Dacoteer 1962 
a'o that^ha.r~-~" *' **- -—j--^- ...... i—

* L°— 

.’. ’ 12. iHomoranduia fpe» __ . 24 Karell
.1967j . Sub‘?Tmoe Rashits on,Persons Connected with

S.ntrQ Jtoaijiiela. Coiatorcialo” (World Trade center), £ila& 
vorftLarj papora. ■,

4 t

. > • 
“•f ••. A .
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sines.25 May 1956 Mr. Hunter■ Leake had seen SHAW casually, 
by chance, In various downtown New Orleans restaurants, 
and greetings ware exchanged. The last such casual 
encounter was just before BKAW'a retirement In. 1965.

.9. On 7 March 1967 Pravda published an article 
called "Clay Shaw of. tha C.iA" datalined Roma, 6 March 
1967, .written by'V. TERHAKOV. Tha article charged that 
CIA made use of the services of Clay SHAW for-CIA's own 
interests In -Italy, The Pravda place notes .that the DA 
In New Orleans is accusing SHAW- of participation In' tha 
assassination.conspiracy. It says SHAW spent "some years'* 
In Rome as a World Trade Canter leader. It claims that 
the Center was a cover-for financing antl-Coraunist activity. 
CIA gave directives to SHAW. The World Trade Canter was 
a branch of "Pemldex" (ala), "which the newspapers in 
Switzerland openly accused of 'criminal operations* 
(Commentt .if appears that all of the Pravda charges are 
untrue, except that there was a CXA-SRAW relationship. So 
far as is known, SHAW was never asked to use his relation
ship with the World Trade Center for clandestine purposes 
and. In fact, he has not bean in Italy.)

10. Memorandum from C/Eur/1 to C/CI/R t A, 8 -March 
1967 subjacti ■ Italian Aspects of the Clay Shpw Affair. 
The Corrie re'della Sera of 5 March 1967 has an article 
about SHAW, tha assassination, and the World Trade Center. 
.Contains no relevant information.

11. A memorandum marked only for file, 16 Haroh 1967, 
Signed M.D, Stevens, says that J. Monroe SULLIVAN, 1280207, 
wee granted.a covert security approval.on 10’ Dacember 1962 
so that he could be used in Project C3ENCHANT. SHAW has 
1402897-A.

12. Memorandum from C/EUR/I to C/CI/R & A, 24 March 
1967,. Subjecti “Trace Results on Persons Connected with 
Centro Nondiala Comerclala” (World Trade Center), filed 
CI/R'ft A folder, Clay'SHAW - working papers. '
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a. The s: March 1967 issue of II tfeiisaggaro . 
links SHAW with the World Trade ■.center. 
Other a linked to .the .center wore* traced, 
with results reported in .this .memorandum. • 
No" relationship to the Garrison Investigation 
appears here. A report on "Permldex", a 
Swiss. corporation with principal offices . 
in Rome, is also in‘the file because the 
World Trade Center and -Permldex are • 
associated. Again, there is no information 
here which relates significantly to the 
case Garrison Is trying to build in New 
Orleans..

13. The Washington Post, Outlook, 2 April 1967, 
"Seeking Truth In New- Orleans in the Middle of the 
Night", George Lardnar,

a. Garrison*s men droye RUSSO to SHAW'e 
French Quarter homa, RUSSO posed as a 
Mutual of Omaha salesman. He knocked at 
doorr SHAW answered. . RUSSO said that he 
was Clem BERTRAND.

b. SHAW -is a 54-year old bachelor *and 
socialite who pioneered the 33-story 
International Trade Mart in New Orleans. 
He was -subpoenaed by Garrison's office 
on 1 March 1967. According to his friends, 
his questioners did not advise him of his 
rights. They told him they had evidence 
of a meeting with FERRIE and OSWALD. 
There was a fuss and SHAW was arrested 
and booked on conspiracy to murder JPK. 

.That night Garrison's man raided SHAW's 
apartment and confiscated whips, 'chains, 
a black net cap, a cape end hood. RUSSO 
told reporters that he did not know .Clay 
shaw, but he identified the man arrested 
by Garrison as Clam BERTRAND.

5
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Me. Ouano. No; I think fa each case It win depaid so much on the sitnation 
with the particular parson. If ’a perron comm in and be isvery agitated or 
something of that kind* ft might dictate a totally different approach than a differ
ent kind of thing;

Mr. Duuss. Wouldn’t ft tn useful though to give—X don’t want to suggest 
what the Secretary of State ahould do in this, bat in the light of this expert- 
enee; would there not be some benefit possibly in giving people in the field the 
result of the experience gained in thia particular case?

Mr. OHAxia. Well, the general approach, .and other matters related to it, - 
are touched an in orientation courses for consular officers and so on. I think 
as t look on Consul Snyder's actions, that he behaved very much like a reepon- 
Mbie Btaelgn Service officer.

Biat happened .long before I was in the Deportment; so I- can say that 
without any involvement. .But it seemed to me .that he did-just whMt.be 
should have done, deopitethe unfortunate aftermath. And ft shows to me, at 

» ItoB^tluft tim tndnfng.emd orientetian that tiwee people an» getting is right,- is 
'ux.il rerriceabJe, and tbey are able to handle these sftuations as ttay eame in.' 
ft) - Mryltexire.1 realise that yon' ought not .to prescribe hard and- fast rates;
' \that there to a .broad range of discretion that should be exercised here. But f.

Just ralse.tbe question as to whether a good deal, of experience hasn’t been gained 
. in this case 'in that very field.
■ ' Mr. Chaves. Well, ft may very well be that more attention to that particular 
aspect should be given fa the orientation courses and so on. Those things 
tend to reflect what 1s hot at the moment yon know, and if you haven’t had 
trouble-with something, for a pretty tong time, ft tends maybe not to get 
mentioned. ...

Representative Vonn. If Oswald had persisted that day, October 81, fa do- 
’mending the form that fa a. prerequlsito under your deflnltkm for raumtfatiou, 
wimld Snyder have been required to give it to Mm and penult him to sign it?

.Mr. Chatm.,1 think' if ft had been in ordinary office hours when the eon- 
__ 1 rtila te was open for buainros, and if Snyder was satisfied that he was competent,

jS that Oswald was competent, he would have to give him the form, yea, dr.
NJ *) Representative Wbd. Does Snyder .bare, the authority to make a determina

tion of competency?
Mt^Ohaybb. No; he doesn't have the authority to make a determination of 

competence, and I suppose ft is possible nt some point to get the Issue tried fa 
court. .But I think a consular officer would probably be acting within Ma 
discretion if he saw sembody who waa drunk or raving or something and just 
said, “Well, I am not going,to give you thia until I am sure that your action is 
your aet," After all,' when the consul aoeegte the oath, be is eertitying that it 

v- vx.m is the ad of the person.fa a meaningful, sense; and ao'if he thought.that the
K X? person was incompetent; I think be would have discretion not to give the oath,
x But!put that far aside because in the particular ease here, Mr. Snyder made it
N- x \ perfectly clear that he had no reason to doubt that Oswald was fullj- competent. 
, § x And so if Oswald had been there at a time when'the office was open, or had
v) \J\-h returned at a time when the office was open, and bad persisted fa Ms demand;

I titlink Snyder would have'been under an obligation to.gtvo him the form.
xl Representative iban, The only technical reason ar basis upon which Bnyder 

could have denied Oswald the right that .day was' the fact that it was on a 
Saturday, a notewnrklng-boar period of the Bmbassy.

Mr. Chaxbu. Yes; I think he .had every right to fay to dissuade Mm, or per
suade, him not to act or persuade Mm to think ft over and come baekthe next 
day. But if after all-of that-Oswald still had'sald “But I want to do ft now" 
and if the office was open for buringss, .then I think he would have had to do it. 
.Me. Doubs. I think ft might be useful if ft has not been doneto introduce 

at.tide point as an exMbft.Ihe form of oath of ranmdation.. Here is the'fior- 
maBsed oath and 1 thlhk'lt would be well to have this in our records unless 
ft Is' already fa. our records.

Bepresetntaftve Bean. I agree. -.
■ Mr. cumraraw. No; ft isn’t Oonld we say ft will be marked as Osnmfaslak 
Exhibit Nck 955 and place this sticker on that'page, photostat ft and then just 
MM M



(Commtaslan Btxhitdt Nn 885 was -matted tor UaHatstiai and received. fig 
evidence) •, i • ... . '

Sepnaaiiatte Item When Oswald came back <m November & I bcBev&.i£ffi& » 
was a regular wafting day----- • • > .■

Mr. OouattB. Mrs Cammissioner.he did not some back on lfovanber:&. 'Ho 5 
merely-wrotea letter^ \ .■•• . ’•.......... S

Mr. (buna. Wrote a letter. Be novar came back . -• ■_ ,j,
Bepreaentattve Itate Are aS of the entployeefl, Mr. Snyden-ltr. ■hfeVlpkanT^J' 

and. the* otters who had any. firsthand contact-with .the. Oawdld case in £kita «
^arre, were they State Department employees?,, - . •

Mr. Caana. Tea; sir; these. tan'men^who. wore.fh^xm^ opes. vdtejfld.-nee - 
him. directly, I fMnk-tt&semtai^'tttelr Maw^r'^bn'anr h^butJndjnofijing 
todowith him except as a receptionist These two men were MtnelghBarv- vr 
tec^eers and aria oDw^oreignSeryiceafficen.,. ;■; ■ . “-.•■»

BeqpcesentattyeJ^iBK. Inthe strictest term.4 .. . . .» . 3
Mr. Osina.' Yet'ata;' members of ih$ Eto^gn Service, appointed. hy'ttiiB 3 

PreaMentwiththaadvtoeandcapsentoftheSexiate. ", 
Representative .Etate'Cmddyoute1! ualrra.bit more detail the fwoesre that 
nl followed or the procedure^ that you canted oat when you first got into the 
awaldeasa 
ion mentloned-yesterday you got a call os you. were directed by. I believe 

the Secretary of state or by somebody in higher authority to .take certain steps. 
Will you ten ns who called you, what yon did in the first 8 or 4 ifeys?

Mr. Chayxb.. It was the evening of the day, perhaps about S o'clock 'on the 
- day of the juBaasin&tton. It may .have been'somewhat earMer, beeanrel tt&k 
I' remember I went home tor an hour then earns beck' to carry out this
assignment Mr.Ball, once ft _ m that'Oswald bad some history as

is the UMr.DuiXss. ____ _____ _________
Mr. Chatsb. He was then the Acting Seeretaiy.betause the Secretary of State 

as you recall was on a fiana over' the Pacific.. So be was the Acting Secretary, 
But even tt be had been the Under Secretary he is my client. ’

Itaneeemtattveltan. He still had some authority. '
Mr. Csaxn. Yes; he directed me togattertagettertfie.file? tn the Department 

on Oswald, and to prepare a report to be avaliaNe tor him the first thing ta fhe 
morning Covering as best-we could within that time span the contacts' that 
Oswald had with the Department.

We got the passport file. We got ths security odoe file We got the special ' 
consular services file which covered Mrs. OewaMtt'vlaa and the repstriatima 
loan; ' Ithfnk those three files were the ones that we had. It may have been 
there was a smaller fourthfllte butl thiukthose three weretbeones. ‘

Iteprtssitntiveirtan What would that smaller fourth file be?
Mr. Chaysb. I cant remember. It was duplicates it it was anything* Oh, that 

is right; we had a visa file and an' 808 file so those were the 'four. The 80S 
fife, that to Spedal Consular Serviees.in the office, tai the Bureau of Security 
and CojMularAflaira.

Representative Stan. You got this order on or abort 8 o'elockthe Y2d of 
November?.

Mr. OHayis. Tbe22d;yea,Mr.
Representative State And you teraed orders to have these files brought in, 

or did you go and get them yourself? ■ •
. Mr. Chaybb. No. » • f

Representative State Or what happened? • UByT> »
Mr. Chatkb. I issued orders to have them hroughtini 1 called—1 am trying ' 

to think huw we got them. *to Mr. EdnHch.) Did you go" down and rs
get them? -Mr. KhrUch and _____ another of my people, we worked 
through the night on' this; fee of us eQ together and it may be that the' rft 
two of than wait down to gct thon. I don’t think we fust called.over.the tete- jJb 
jitane and asked theta tube broughtupv-' •. **.dL

. (DiacnsBifln'eff the record.) • '•• *" 'xf'
Mr. Cbatuk H tt my recollection that cne of there two gehtlanen, elth£r

Ufa W>vwfi<*v>a •• *
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Fax Transmission

To: Baity Harrelson

Fax#: 703-613-3060

From: Michelle Combs

Subject: DO Briefing Questions

COMMENTS:

ARRB

202-724-0088 
Fax:

Date: March 14,1997

Pages: 3, including this cover sheet.

We may add additional questions but this should give you an idea of the topics. Have a good 
weekend.
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Types of Questions for Follow-up DO Records Briefing 
March 17,1997

1. Atwhatpointdid theDDPbegin to keep records of destroyed records? For 
example, toa Cold Warrior footnote, Tom Mangold reports that as any ofAngleton's 
fileswere destroyed, "a complete record was carefully maintained about what had been 
done. (George) Kalaris signed off on every file and the DCTs office was notified." 
(p. 143) Where are these records?

2. Could anarchivaTsearch berunon specific topics for retired records at the CIA's, 
Record's .Center? P^hapsanARRB staffercouldbepresent during the search to review 
the abstracts Sand to suggest other fields or topicstobe searched?

3. Could a crypt search for records containing relevant crypts be fun through ■
cryptographic reference? How would queries need to be framed and stated?*

4. Why is it difficult to develop a list for all personnel (official, contract, 
administrative, dr TDY) assigned to fixe post referenced in RIF 104-10065-10199?

5. We have been working to identify all technical and surveillance operations in and on 
tiie Cuban and Soviet consulates and embassies in Mexico City between September 1 
aj^t>ecember 1,1963. How can ive frame a search query to determine if we have a 
comprehensive and complete list of all operations at that time?

6. How can a searchquery be framed to document all electronic take produced by the 
Mexico City Station inthe immediate wake of the assassination (the fist month) and 
during the period of Oswald's visit? How can we verify that what exists in the 
Sequestered Collection represents all records of the technical production thatwas 
available at the time of the assassination? If additional records or original production 
still exists, where would it be stored or filed? What searches could be conducted to 
retrieve any additional records? If such electronic take has been destroyed, do records 
exist of the destruction?

7. Could you describe the process by which operational funds are proposed, approved, 
received, and distributed (circa 1963). What funding and disbursement records exist? 
How are they organized? How should a request be formulated to institute a reasonable 
search of these records?

DRAFT
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8. We have seen DDP monthly operational reports which contain information on the 
allocation/distribution of operational funds. Are there other DDP records which would 
reflect how certain projects utilized their funding? How are these records organized? 
How should a search query be brained?

9. Various open sources have linked the CIA to various journalists and publishing 
companies during the 1960's. How should a query be framed to search for connections 
between the Agency and journalists or publishing companies?

10. Did the Agency have any relationship, projects, or contacts with publishing houses 
during the time of the assassination and in the aftermath of the Warren Commission? 
How would a search be formulated to determine whether or not the Agency had a 
relationship with any of the same publishing houses that were also publishing-books 
about the assassination? ';

11. How would a query be framed to search for files on any office or person dealing 
with organized crime and Cuba? How should a request be formulated to institute a 
reasonable search on this topic?

12. Is there a comprehensive record or list detailing the identities of individuals on the 
How are these records organized? How can a search 

query be framed to ascertain whether or not a particular individual appears in the 
[Register^

13. How could a search query be framed to ascertain whether or not a particular 
individual was given access to classified information by DCD (then OO)? What kind of 
files are assembled in the process of clearing non-Agency contacts/sources for access to 
classified information?

DRAFT
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Assassination Records Review Board 
600 E Street NW • 2nd Floor • Washington, DC 20530 

(202) 724-4)088 • Fax: (202) 724-0457

SECRET

MEMORANDUM

March 18,1997

TO: John Pereira and Barry Harrelson

FROM: Jeremy Gunn

SUBJECT: ARRB Questions Submitted for DO Briefing

I would like to address some of the concerns that you expressed at our meeting 
yesterday, where we briefly discussed the Review Boardzs Proposed Questions for the 
March 17 briefing regarding DO records. We understand that you have some concerns 
about the scope of the topics raised. We very much appreciate your recognition of the 
importance that we attach to the ARRB's independence and we again wish to 
emphasize the fact that we fully understand your proper concern for the protection of 
information that is unrelated to the Kennedy assassination.

Iwould like to emphasize that the questions that we sent to you were not intended as in 
depth research queries, but father as topical talking points for discussion. We prepared 
the question^, at your request, in order to give the persons conducting thebriefing an 
understanding of the types of issues in which we were interested. They represent issues 
that we wish to explore in dur quest for additional information and records to facilitate 
die completion of the ARRB's responsibilities under the JFK Act.

We appreciate your acknowledgment that die ARRB is not necessarily obligated to 
justify to CIA the questions it deems relevant to the assassination. Nevertheless, in 
order to facilitate and coordinate our efforts, we are very willing to offer the following 
additional explication of those questions that we understand may have been considered 
by the Agency to be excessively broad.

SECRET

B6au Mcmbmsi John R. Tunhalm, Chair • Henry F. Graff • Kermit L. Hall * William L. Joyce • Anna K. Nelson 
Executive Director: David G, Marweir
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Question #5:
We have been working to identify all technical and surveillance operations in and on the 
Cuban and Soviet consulates and embassies in Mexico City between September i and 
December 1,1963. How can we frame a search query to determine if we have a 
comprehensive and complete list of all operations at that time?

Until very recently, we had seen no evidence that CIA had microphone surveillance of 
the Cuban compound. However, Dispatch HMMW12454 (no IDEN number attached) 
found in Box 23, Folder 9 of the Sequestered Collection, makes reference to LICOOLs 
(concealed microphones inside the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City). Though the 
dispatch reports that the last LICOOL ceased functioning in 1961—before the period in 
question—the prior existence of this capability and the feet that the dispatcfrdiscusses 
the possibility of reactivation prompts die question of whether all technical and1 
surveillance operations against die Cuban and Soviet Consulates have been identified 
to the ARRB. In addition, the dispatch refers to MKTRAP, a telephone hot mike 
operation which was re-actuated from a basehouse in November 1963. The specific hot 
mike telephone(p^CMPULSE appears to have been in operation during 1963. Are there 
records from this operation? Are there any other operations that may have picked up 
Oswald's visit?

Question # 6:
How can a search query be framed to document dll electronic take produced by the 
Mexico City Station in the immediate wake of the assassination (the first month) and 
during the period of Oswald's visit? How can we verify that what exists in the 
Sequestered Collection represents all records of technical production that were available 
at the time of the assassination? If additional records or original production still exists, 
where would it be stored or filed? What searches could be conducted to retrieve any 
additional records? If such electronic take has been destroyed, do records exist of the 
destruction?

This question is a follow up to question # 5. If MKTRAP was in operation from 
September 1-December 1,1963, where are the records or transcripts describing the take? 
Was the take ever retained or reviewed? Do any original tapes or transcripts still exist? 
Where might these records be found? Were any other technical operations in progress? 
The various project files for the technical operations known to exist during this period 
are spotty and incomplete. How can the ARRB know if it has reviewed records of all 
the technical operation take for the relevant time period?

SECRET
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Question #9;
Various open sources have linked the CIA to various journalists and publishing 
companies during the 1960's. How could a query be framed to search for connections 
between the Agency and journalists or publishing companies?

The two 1967 Ramparts articles mention connections between the Agency and 
journalists worldvride. The primary focus of this question is on any connection between 
the Agency and any journalist who might have covered the assassination domestically. 
Additionally, we would be interested in any publishing company involved in ' 
publishing books about the assassination. HSCA staff notes (RIF 180-10142-10087) 
summarize several files dealing with contacts between the Agency, publishing houses, 
and authors. For example, the file identified as QKOFERA/Liaison ZRBUESS outlines 
a memo by^uiuw W. Beclcm^ClA/PROP on the status of negotiations between

Djilas. ZRBLESS is identified as a subproject of 
WUBONBON. Further, the staff notes mention a project involving '^Fraeger^and 
publication" [sic], a separate project involving "the Freedom Fund anddisti-ibution" 
[sic], and a third project to provide news service to the foreign press through 

^Continental Press! Each of these projects appears to have been in operation in 1963-64.

Question #10:
Did the Agency have any relationship, projects or contacts with publishing houses 
during the time of the assassination and in the aftermath of the Warren Commission? 
How would a search be formulated to determine whether or not the Agency had a 
relationship with any of the same publishing houses that were also publishing books 
about the assassination?

This question is a follow up to question # 9. One record that is already in the collection 
(RIF 180-10142-10087) summarizes the Project File of WUPUNDIT and notes two 'one 
time only' operations in 1963-WURAISIN and WUTRANSIT which were responsible 
for publishing two books each. In addition, WUSENDER is reported to be a 'one time 
only' operation responsible for three books in 1964. If these books have domestic 
implications or are on subjects related to the assassination, they would be relevant 
documents.

We hope that this additional explication may help you and the DO understand our 
approach to the issues raised in our questions. Should any of our requests impose on 
you or your staff a burden that we may not have anticipated - or which would entail 
work of dubious value or benefit — please advise us so that we can work with you to 
modify or amend the requests accordingly.

SECRET
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Please also remember that when we request accesses to these materials/ we are not 
designating them "assassination records" and we are riot at this time/ requesting that 
copies of documents be given to the Review Board;

Weappreciate your continuing cooperation and helpfulness.

StarWyyourS/

T. Je^mvGunii
General Counsel and Associate Director 
for Research and Analysis

SECRET
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NO INMilNO HOVMtft

ONLY OUAUrm Mi< 
CAN IVCCl INMlIMl

' I 1. The Station's use of qertaln cryptonyms identifying technical
■: I operations against. PBRUHeM TPELIDE in Mexico has caused confusion in 

< I ■ ; Headquarters .elements -responsible for sourcing and dissemination of
■ I Information produced, and lor'supporting the entire complex of 

I ^operations Itself, - The cryptodynb In question are (a) LXFEAT 
I (b) LIERODE (c) HKTRAb (d) LICQOL/11 and (e) PBXMPOLSS. The original

• I Meaning of these cryptohyms is being forwarded under separate cover.

| .2, The purpose of this dispatch |a to submit for Station comment
I ' a review of . the technical .operational effort against PBRUMEN TPELIDE.
I .since its inception. The objectives are (1) to complete Headquarters 
I records which lack considerable detail concerning the intricaciesof 
I the operation,. (2) to urgd a more precise use of cryptonymb In- j 
I reporting, this activity which would benefit Headquarters personnel 
I responsible for monitoring .and supporting those'operations and (3) to 
I suggest a few administrative adjustments which would dispel the present 
I confusion mentioned in this dispatch.
I 3. The initial effort against the target was PBIMPULSE. It was
I Introduced into the target using LI FEAT assets and was actuated from 
I the LIFEAT VX basehouse. This' is mentioned only to complete the recon 
I and does not pertain to the' intent of this discussion. Properly
|_ speaking the Initial effort begins with the activation of LXFEAT/ 
I LIERODE in February 1950, as Indicated in EMMA 12358. Subsequently 
I eight (8) Lienor, attempts were made during 1960-1961 against the same
I target. The LXCOOLs -wore monitored from a mobile LP (not LIFIRE),

* I Base house ABLE and Dasehouse BAKER, and tha latter cane to be referred
I to as the L1ERODE base. The most productive operation of this sort
L seems to have been LICOOL/U. activated on 9 Hay 1959, according to 
I HRXI 3884, dated 15 May 1959. According to our records the last LICOO:, 
I ceased functioning during late 1961. Please confirm.

Attachment - u/s/c

Distribution 
oil- COS, Mexico City v/att

■ '• _ _ _ _ _ _ CS COPY
CCOM M’MiNC* M OllPArCH WAUOl M» MINIM CAM
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WW 12454

1 4.. At that tine a different technique was planned. The fol lowing
briefly outlines the development of the operations which the Station

। habitually refer*., to a* "HKTRAP’,r

; ■ 5 February 1963; Request for operation received at
■ | MKCRARITV by Harvey C. MULFORD,

’ 8 Feb.-Mar,1962; Design and construction of NKTRAP.
I •

' i- • 9 March 1963 : MKTRAP delivered to LIFEAT CO for
> placement In target area.

J * >0 March 1963 ! MKTRAP installed by LIFEAT assets and
initial LP tests performed iron LIFEAT VI basehouse 

■ with negative results.

' : <■ 14- March 1962. i LP tests conducted with revised series'
I line connections with positive results.'*

6-13 April 19631 Design and construction of LP equipnent.
! 16 April 1962 ; Installaction of LP equipment in

LIFEAT VI hnsehouse.

• MKTRAP, although noved fron roon to roon, renained in place within 
the .target area, though inactive Most of the tine. During .Novenber 
1963 1UCTRAP was re-actuated fron a second LIFEAT bakehouse known as 

i Basehouse CHARLIE.

5. The photo surveillance of PRRUMSN TPELIDE was put into effect, 
using basehouee SAKFR (LIKfiODF. Rase) at the sane tine that MKTRAP was 
actuated. Thia photo coverage, the basehouse, PBRUMEN TPELIDE and the 
activity for which the cryptony* was first Authorized have all been 
identified as LIKRODE which has created considerable confusion here at 
Headquarters.

6. According to scanty Headquarter1* records the following 
operations have utilized these bases against the target:

< a. 'PBIMPULSE LIFEAT VI

b. LTCOQLS Basehouse* ABLE and BAKER

c. LIFRAT/LIERODE LIFEAT VX ;

d. "MKTRAP" LIFEAT VI, Basehouse 
BAKER, Bueehouse CHARLIE

e. PHOTO Basehouse baker

Headquarters Uss the inpression that the principal factors that 
contributed to the suspension of MKTRAP activity from LIFEAT VI,. were 
the physical deterioration of the house Itself and the divorce of the 
basehouse keepers. The current LIFEAT Project Outline indicates that. 
LXFEUD 14 and LXFEUD. 17 Were obtaining a divorce and were terninated 
a* of 30 September 1962. Headquarters assumes they were the occupants 
of LIFEAT VX, yet the project outline does not show that the base was 
closed. - LIFEAT VI was llated'on page 20 of the outline as an"active 
unit. On the other hand, page 15 of the outline states that LXFEUD 22 
and LXVEUD 23 are occupying the "LIERODE photo basehouse", but that 
they have never been involved In.LIFEAT work. This indicates that 
LXTKAT/LISROUS and the photo work against the PBRUMEN target are now 
being conducted fron two different basehouses. The project outline 
also indicates that while it had been planned to have this base serve

i

■ '!■!■■■ — ■ 1 — CLAWFICAftOM FAOE hO,
form

S3a uec frhviou® kaitiom.
<4*1

KAPOK 
_______SECRET__________
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■ ■ | "LIFEAT/KX.T11AP", technical difficulties aide thin impossible, 
1. I therefore these two agents were not being included under LIFSAT

"I Project., when MKTRAP was re-nctuntcd in November 1DC3 and as stated 
, ' I above, the Station utilized another LfrEAT basehouse, also uallbd '

I basohouae CHARLIE, situated approximately six silos froi target.
I " please conf irs the accuracy of the foregoing and supplement it by 

•1 ' informing Headquarters the basehouses-and keepers Involved and the
' L .. operations they are .currently monitoring; 

i I
• i' I 7. Headquarters requests 'Station's contents on the following

■ I suggestions:

r a. Photographic coverage. That a separate project be
I ■ prepared^-td-Iriclude LIF£tir*Z2 and 23. The project should ' 
I coyer their-salaries, basehouse rent, and equlpndnt
| expenses, an 'arrangement slnllar to LXTAB8Y and LIDOGTROT.
I This activity, identified with a new cryptonya would .
I eliminate,further confusion when discussing photographic
I coverage Of PBRUMEN TPELXDE. . 1
I b. LICOOL. Headquarters Is not aware of any LXCOOLs
I presently “operative. Xf any are contesplated, CSI-52-6, 27
I February 19SB, requires special Headquarters approval prior

i I to any actlbn taken. If successful, a decision can be made
1 I at that tine whether a new project is necessary or whether
; I it can adequately be covered undor LIFEAT, depending on
। I the assets being utilized in the operation.

I c. LIErode. The original Intent of this cryptonyw is
I discussTd"InTEe separate cover attachment aud the activity

• । has been assigned file number 50-6-32/6. Xf the operation
.‘ I utilizes LI FEAT assets, it is suggested that It rcxaln.

I under LIFEAT Project and be identified as LlFEAT/l.IERODE in
I all correspondence. .Please inform Headquarters of the assets
I presently used for LlFEAT/LIRRODB coverage. . ’

I d. MXTRAP. JCURIOT would prefer the Station, not use this
I cryptonyHnraTreportlng this particular type of coverage. Xt
I is suggested that a new cryptonys, in the LX series, be
I utilized to reference thia activity. The present cryptonys
I . refers to a technique which hasprogressed from the 
I developsental into the operational stage and should more
| appropriately be identified with a regular Station cryptonys.
I If this operation is being worked by LIFEAT assets, then
I It alght be Identified with a dual cryptonys LI FEAT Al. A

separate file number, Within the LIFEAT series, can be 
. I assigned to cover "JIKTRAP” If the Station requests It, but

I it does not sees necessary since other LIFEAT targets do. not
J have separate file numbers either, .

: I e, Consolidated Project. If the Station prefers, all
technical operatlonH~~EFERODB, WKTRAP, LICOOL, PHOTO - 
directed against PBRUMEN TPELIDE can be funded and

| administered under one project.

OLIVER G. GALBOND

C$ DGPT ” ‘ 

- ~ CLAtiTnCATkiy^ I “ j PAC1 noT
FOAM r- I F-I '
9-8C 99a • v«€ tCITIOM. Ill I

! I—J f «
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ATTACHMENT TO 
HMMW 12454

CRYPTONYM A -• Us id to Identify Station's unilateral telephone
tape.

CRYPTONYM B Assigned oh ary 1959, to identify this
Station'* unilateral telephone tap of the 
P3RUWEN TFEtlDE InMexicoClty, (See . 
HEX! 3382, February 21, 1959)

CRYPTONYM C - Identlf irf t.h< tschnleal nomenclaturejOf: a 
■ • ■1 i«Mi ■* A A4 1 7fi“ < *4 * 5 1 ■ a < An■ hot aike telephone A/S'Installation, Detail* 

of the "System are contained in hmma 20307.

.CRYPTONYM D - Concealed microphones, 

CRYPTONYM E - Hot nike telephone.

i- - C, -
z4 - • <•• - / y r CS COPY
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v09-16-96aer 
JFK RECORDS

Cross Referencei Vooe

Status in Systsmt

AGENCY I KSCA
RECORD NUMBER, t 180-10142-10087
RECORD SERIES I CIA SEGREGATED COLLECTION 

AGENCY PILE NUMBER i 23-06-03 
Other Agency Equity t None

DOCUMENT INFORMATION

ORIGINATOR I HSCA 
PROM i CIA ■ 

TO '»
TITLE 1 TER WARREN COMMISSION AND MEXICO 

DATE l 00/00/78
PAGES i 62

DOCUMENT TYPE t REPORT
SUBJECT(S) I MEXICO; WC; CIA, FILES; 

CLASSIFICATION I UNCLASSIFIED 
RESTRICTIONS « 3 

CURRENT STATUS I POSTPONED IN PART
DATE OF LAST REVIEW t 08/07/95 

COMMENTS ; Eoxl2

Date ini 01/26/96
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